
Back Again
Summer was over and it was time to hit the books

again. This year was different from the last, with many
changes haven taken place. For one, the rules were
enforced to a greater extent and administrators did not
tolerate things they had in the past years.

When questioned about her first day, Junior Ayana
Carson said, "The first day is always the slowest, but as
the weeks go by, it gets better. It was also nice to see how
my friends had changed over the swummer." Several
Freshman mentioned that they were lost and very nero
vous. Eventually, students said they got the hang of it and
started liking all the new people they were seeing.

Some of the students returning this year used the first
day to catch up on the latest gossip. That was exactly
what Latasha Pinkney said about the first day. "For me",
she said, "the first day of school was pretty interesting
because I got to check out all the coolest guys and catch
up on the latest gossip." Guys, on the other hand, said
they were just chillin' and getting use to the new school
year.

The main topic for most people was friends. For
instance, Sophomore, John Adams said, "On the first day
of school I was scared that I wouldn't have many friends,
but I made a lot of new friends and saw a lot of myoid
friends." Another returning student, Sonte' Johnson, had
something to say about her friends. "The first day of
school, I felt good that I started going back to school,
meeting all of myoid friends, and also seeing all of myoid
and new teachers. It was wonderful." Although Cora
Feaster's first day emotions were a little different than
others, they were about friends too. "My first day was a
disaster; communicating with friends and those others
who needed me."

The first day, all in all, was a new start. Friends were
made, old records were thrown away, and new faces gave
our school a new name.

Choices, Decisions
Art Pigate decides whether he wants
a Coca·Cola or Mello Yelle at lunch
as a replacement of the milk.

"Where Are We Going?"
Confused about where there next
class is located, Freshman Erica
Belk and Shannon Cooper scuffle
through the hall.
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